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BUT as traditionally operated, it also has serious limitations:
• Low-speed
• Subject to traffic congestion
• Unreliable
• Harder to convey network to the public












































While one bus is still loading passengers the other bus already 
left its last stop









Without bus control, bus bunching occurs!!!





§ Most passengers wait longer than they should for crowded buses
§ Put pressure in the authority for more buses





























Reference PH PD and RT Overtaking OF Veh. Cap. Control Points Buses Sol. method
Ding y Chien (2001) Multiple Deterministic Prohibited Vh ignored CMS One OPT
Eberlein et al (2001) Multiple Deterministic Prohibited Wfirst ignored PSS Multiple Heuristic
Hickman (2001) One Stochastic Allowed Wfirst+Win-veh ignored PSS One OPT
Zhao et al (2003) One Stochastic Prohibited Wfirst+Win-veh ignored CMS One Heuristic
Sun y Hickman (2004) Multiple Deterministic Prohibited Wfirst+Win-veh ignored PMS Multiple Heuristic
Zolfaghari et al (2004) Multiple Deterministic Prohibited Wfirst+Wextra considered CSS Multiple Meta-heuristic
Puong y Wilson (2004) Multiple Deterministic Prohibited Wfirst+Win-veh+Wextra considered CMS Multiple OPT
New	Idea:	Boarding	Limits










This can be used even when at less than










	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 		
State	Variables
Real Time information about:
Bus position.
Bus loads.







Every time a bus reaches a stop:
How much to hold it?
Should we prevent some passengers from boarding?














Every time a bus reaches a stop:
How much to hold it?
Should we prevent some passengers from boarding?







Every time a bus reaches a stop:
How much to hold it?
Should we prevent some passengers from boarding?
Solve a rolling horizon optimization problem to take those single decisions
3. Model: Objective Function
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30 runs for every combination of strategies and scenarios
Each run represents 2 hours of bus operation.
15 minutes  “warm-up” period.




























No	control 78.90 17.52 3.58
Treshold	control 89.26 9.80 0.95
HRT 92.46 7.50 0.04
HBLRT 93.74 6.19 0.07
%	of	passengers	that	have	to	wait	between:
Research	Conclusions
– We have a tool for effectively reducing bunching of buses in a BRT.
– The tool is fast enough for real-time applications.
– The proposed control strategy outperform simple control rules
with saving up to 61.4% for transit users.
– Boarding Limits are only attractive in high demand and high
frequency scenarios.
– Severely improve comfort and reliability for transit users.
– Reduction on vehicle cycle times allow for reductions on fleet size































































































































































































































































































With control:	 Average Cycle Time	=	63.4	min	and	St.	Dev.	=	5.6	min
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Headway	Regularity	Fines
Total	Fines Fines	/	Expedition
• Real-time	updates	&	notifications	of	bus	arrival	times,	bus	location	and	bus	loads
• Multimodal	route	planner
• Users	can	evaluate	the	quality	of	service
Apata:	Sustainable	mobility	App	for	transit	+	bike	users
We	have	integrated	BusAssist to	an	electronic	fare	collection	
system	to	estimate	the	demand	of	every	line	and	stop:
• How	many	users	board	and	pay,	alight	and	evade	at	each	stop	at	any	
period	of	the	day
• Load	profiles
• Give	suggestions	to	monitor	and	supervise	fare	evasion
Demand	Analysis
New	Challenges	…	and	Opportunities
• More	companies	around	the	globe	are	interested	on	
improving	their	LOS	using	our	solutions
• How	to	improve	the	perception	of	drivers?	
• How	to	communicate	with	the	driver?	Image	or	voice?
• How	to	present	the	information	in	the	monitor?	
• Gamification	to	improve	compliance?	
– Ongoing	research	project	FONDECYT	Engineering	and	
Design.
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